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AbsTRACT
There are discrepant findings between (A) observational 
follow-ups and (B) interventional studies that investigate 
possible causal association between high physical activity 
and low mortality. Participation in vigorous physical 
activity at a specific time-point is an indicator of good 
fitness and health, and is associated with a reduced 
risk of death. However, neither randomised controlled 
trials nor experimental animal studies have provided 
conclusive evidence to show that physical activity started 
during adulthood extends lifespan. Consequently, the 
undisputed health-related benefits of exercise have yet 
to translate into any proven causal relationship with 
longevity. Physical activity improves fitness and physical 
function, and confers other health-related effects. These 
outcomes have a greater basis in evidence-based data 
than any claims of a reduced risk of death, especially 
when recommending physical activity for previously 
physically inactive middle-aged and elderly adults.

The multiple benefits of exercise in terms of phys-
ical performance and health-related metabolism 
are incontrovertible.1–3 Exercise training (exercise 
therapy) has become an evidence-based compo-
nent in the treatment and rehabilitation of chronic 
non-communicable disease,2 and plays a key role 
in maintaining or improving physical function, 
and in the prevention of disability.4 Substantial 
evidence exists to support the benefits of physical 
activity in terms of correcting many biological risk 
factor levels, potential harmful mechanisms are less 
studied, and robust data for mortality and lifespan 
are still missing.

A systematic review and meta-analysis of obser-
vational studies by Löllgen et al5 reported that using 
‘mildly active’ women as the reference, moderately 
active women had a 24% lower risk of death and 
the most active women had a 31% lower risk of 
death. The corresponding values for men were 19% 
(advantage of moderately active over mildly active) 
and 24% (advantage of most active over mildly 
active). The risk difference between the physical 
activity levels depends on how the cut-points for 
physical activity frequency, intensity or volume are 
set.

Among vigorously physically active, the magni-
tude of risk plateaus or turns U-shaped in very 
high volumes.6 7 Although the risk of death during 
exercise is low, the risk of sudden cardiac death 
is increased during episodic physical activity.8 
Mittleman et al9 found that the self-matched rela-
tive risk of myocardial infarction in the hour after 

heavy physical exertion (with an intensity of six or 
more metabolic equivalents), as compared with less 
strenuous physical exertion or none, was 5.9 (95% 
CI 4.6 to 7.7). Among people who usually exercised 
less than one, one to two, three to four, or five or 
more times per week, the respective relative risks 
were 107 (95% CI 67 to 171), 19.4 (95% CI 9.9 
to 38.1), 8.6 (95% CI 3.6 to 20.5) and 2.4 (95% 
CI 1.5 to 3.7). Thus, increasing levels of habitual 
physical activity were associated with progressively 
lower relative risks of myocardial infarction during 
episodic vigorous physical activity. The induction 
time from heavy exertion to the onset of myocar-
dial infarction was less than 1 hour, and symptoms 
usually began during the activity.

These observations illustrate the difference in 
the exercise-related risk of cardiac events among 
formerly physically inactive individuals compared 
with those having had long-term physically active 
lifestyle. Various contributory factors might be 
mechanistically related to sudden cardiac death, 
including coronary heart disease in older individ-
uals, and a predominantly inherited and unsus-
pected cardiovascular disease among younger 
individuals.10 Plaque rupture related to exertion is 
one of the more unpredictable mechanistic causes 
for sudden death during or after physical exercise 
among individuals with coronary artery disease as 
well as in apparently healthy individuals.11 12

The aim of this paper is to critically evaluate the 
evidence used to recommend exercise-based life-
style changes with the aim of increasing longevity. 
The discrepant interpretations of epidemiological 
associations versus intervention studies will be 
discussed, together with comment on the challenges 
to increase the level of evidence for studies in this 
field. Although this review is based on systematic 
literature searches, in addition to citing previous 
systematic reviews, the papers cited in this review 
were selected to illustrate the challenges in inter-
preting the associations between physical activity 
and mortality. The goal was not to provide an 
exhaustive list of original publications.

EmERgEnCE of longEviTy
Select individuals can survive to old age, even in 
populations with a relatively low mean life expec-
tancy.13 In human and animal populations, a low 
mean life expectancy is associated with low lifespan 
equality.13 For these groups, reducing the number of 
premature deaths becomes a key factor in increasing 
the mean lifespan. Progress made in lengthening 
the human lifespan primarily reflects contemporary 
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medical practice and public health efforts, combined with rising 
standards of living, superior education and healthier nutrition 
and lifestyles.14 The association between socioeconomic status 
and mortality is comparable in strength and consistency to 
that of tobacco use, alcohol consumption, insufficient physical 
activity, raised blood pressure, obesity and diabetes; smoking 
demonstrates the highest risk estimate.15

ChAllEngEs in ThE CoRRECT inTERpRETATion of 
obsERvATionAl dATA
The classic London bus driver and conductor study showed that 
conductors suffered less coronary heart disease than drivers.16 
The implication was that physical activity at work might 
prevent coronary heart disease in middle-aged men. However, 
in a follow-up paper, ‘Physique of London busmen’17, epide-
miological data for uniform size led to a different conclusion. 
This variable showed that drivers were larger than conduc-
tors, even when joining the service (ie, more obese individuals 
were preferentially becoming drivers at recruitment, thereby 
skewing the population characteristic). Consequently, selective 
differences in the driver/conductor populations, irrespective 
of physical activity, could have contributed to the differences 
found for coronary heart disease. Body composition, the early 
stages of undiagnosed disease and physical fitness all influence 
physical activity (figure 1). Although epidemiologists have 
done their best to take into account the confounding factors 
when analysing data and interpreting results, there are inev-
itable limitations in making conclusions for physical activity 
and causality. In humans, observational follow-up studies 
report an association between high baseline levels of leisure-
time physical activity and low all-cause mortality.5 However, 
a causal relationship between adulthood physical activity and 
mortality/lifespan has neither been confirmed in randomised 
controlled intervention studies with initially healthy individ-
uals18 19 nor in animal experiments.19–21

Importantly, non-discretionary occupational physical 
activity is not consistently associated with a reduced risk 
of death.19 22–25 There are selection issues likely explaining 
some of the difference between the associations between 
the voluntary leisure-time physical activity and occupational 
physical activity with mortality risk. However, there are also 
physiological differences between the most common types of 
leisure-time and occupational physical activity,26 which may 
partly explain the differences between the associations with 
mortality. When high fitness and good health are criteria for 
recruitment to a physically demanding occupation, there is a 

selection bias towards reduced mortality among those in phys-
ically demanding occupations compared with those in seden-
tary occupations or unemployed individuals.

On the basis of epidemiological estimates, physical inac-
tivity is predicted to be causal in 9% of the cases of prema-
ture deaths worldwide,27 leading researchers to suggest that 
its elimination might increase life expectancy by 0.68 year, in 
line with similar estimates for smoking or obesity.27 However, 
we lack the intervention studies to make this assertion, with 
only observational evidence (ie, epidemiological associations) 
to link high levels of physical activity with a reduced risk 
of death later in life.18 19 In our twin study of monozygotic 
(MZ) twin pairs showing discordant patterns for smoking or 
physical activity, non-smoking showed a reduced risk for death 
unlike physical activity.28

When studying the role of physical activity versus inactivity 
in influencing lifespan, a key factor is whether the specific 
type of physical activity prevents or predisposes to premature 
death in an individual with specific biological characteristics. 
Further, many measureable and non-measureable lifestyle and 
individual biological factors are associated with a physically 
active lifestyle, with these serving to confound any evaluation 
of causation.18 Figure 1 shows how different variables may 
explain much of the observed association between baseline 
leisure-time physical activity and later mortality in epidemi-
ological studies. Data from 38 original observational studies 
were included in the meta-analysis by Löllgen et al on phys-
ical activity and all-cause mortality.5 Most of the 38 included 
studies adjust for body mass index and many of them merito-
riously adjust for socioeconomic status, smoking and apparent 
chronic diseases at baseline. However, the analyses are not 
adjusted for genes, physical fitness, detailed body compo-
sition measures or complex measures of social relationships 
and only some studies include adjustment for dietary factors. 
The association of social relationships on the risk of death has 
been reported to be comparable with the risk associated with 
smoking.29 Smoking is typically a 'health habit', which is less 
common among physically active individuals. When adjusting 
for smoking in epidemiological research it is also important 
to understand that among current smokers, the number of 
cigarettes smoked (ie, dose) is higher among those who are 
physically inactive versus their physically active counterparts, 
which contributes to the lower mortality of physically active 
individuals in observational studies.

ThE hEAlThy ExERCisER biAs
Contemporary researchers sometimes tend to analyse the data 
in an oversimplistic fashion and this can lead to erroneous inter-
pretation of observational association studies. These include 
observations made by researchers for seniors. When healthy 
and relatively fit elderly individuals are able to participate in 
vigorous physical activity, and have an increased life expectancy 
compared with their less fit contemporaries (that fail to partic-
ipate in vigorous physical activity), this has been interpreted 
by some researchers as providing evidence for a causal link 
between activity levels and a reduced risk of death. However, 
selection bias in the population is an alternative explanation. 
Aged individuals who are healthy enough (ie, not hampered 
by chronic disease) to exercise will manifest a reduced risk of 
death irrespective of their physical activity level. Consequently, 
studies which compare the predictive role of physical activity at 
younger versus older age show that older age physical activity is 
a stronger predictor of death.30–32 The consequence of optimistic 

figure 1 Factors that influence the association between physical 
activity and risk of death.
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interpretation from observational associations is that older 
people are then encouraged to participate in physical activity 
to reduce mortality although confirmatory data from interven-
tion studies are missing (figure 2). This practice may place some 
elderly individuals at risk for health complications should their 
recommended exercise not be properly tailored to their health 
status.

physiCAl ACTiviTy, gEnEs, fiTnEss And ThE Risk of 
dEATh
High cardiorespiratory fitness, as an integrated measure 
of body function, together with neuromuscular and meta-
bolic function, is a strong predictor of reduced mortality in 
humans33–35 and in rats.19 36 Low cardiorespiratory fitness is 
associated with an increased risk of multiple chronic diseases 
and death.37 Although we need to keep in mind the possible 
challenges and differences in the accuracy of measuring activity 
versus fitness, aerobic fitness (maximal oxygen consumption, 
VO2max) predicts mortality with greater accuracy than the 
level of physical activity when both are analysed together.38 
This is particularly true for older individuals, when physical 
activity is recorded using scales for which the ability to exer-
cise vigorously contributes to a physical activity classifica-
tion.39 Thus, we lack definitive evidence for causality between 
physical activity and longevity.

To increase our understanding of the associations between 
genes, physical activity and mortality, we recently carried out two 
studies— one in rats and one in human twins.19 The first was a 
controlled intervention study on the effects of voluntary running 
during adulthood on lifespan. We used two rat strains, selec-
tively bred for either low or high-intrinsic running capacity. The 
study confirmed that an inherited capacity for fitness increased 
longevity, but, unexpectedly, running reduced life expectancy in 
both rat strains.

In the second part of the study,19 we studied human twin 
pairs who were long-term discordant for vigorous physical 
activity (in 1975 and 1981), studying dizygotic (DZ) and MZ 
pairs separately. During follow-up (from 1981 to 2013) the 
unadjusted pairwise HR for death for the active compared 

with inactive members of the twin pairs among the 788 DZ 
pairs was 0.58 (95% CI 0.46 to 0.74) and among the 231 MZ 
pairs was 0.85 (95% CI 0.56 to 1.30). Repeating this anal-
ysis in the baseline-healthy subgroup generated HRs of 0.64 
(95% CI 0.45 to 0.89) among DZ pairs and 1.05 (95% CI 
0.58 to 1.88) among MZ pairs, respectively. High heritability 
of long-term moderate-to-vigorous physical activity reduced 
the number of MZ pairs discordant for physical activity and 
thus contributed to the only moderate statistical power in 
analysing pairwise risk differences among MZ pairs.

Taken together, our results were consistent with the previous 
data collected for rodents40–42 and humans,43 which indicated 
that genetic predisposition plays a significant role in exercise 
participation. These results are also consistent with (1) our 
previous suggestion18 33 that genetic pleiotropy may partly 
explain the associations observed between high physical activity 
and mortality in epidemiological studies, and (2) the notion that 
inherited aerobic capacity is a predictor of longevity.33 36 Further 
studies in both animals and humans are now warranted if we 
are to determine whether increased aerobic fitness by training 
reduces the risk of death.

In the co-twin control studies of physical activity, discordance 
between the members of MZ twins in terms of long-term phys-
ical activity typically starts in adulthood.44 On the basis of our 
twin studies,19 28 or studies in rodents,20 45 physical activity that 
commences in adulthood (in twins after moving from childhood 
home environment or in full-grown animals) did not improve 
longevity. However, avoiding a sedentary state, prioritising a 
lower intensity of physical activity or starting physical activity 
at an earlier age may affect lifespan differently when compared 
with becoming more physically active later in adult life.45–47

Figure 2 demonstrates the hazards of interpreting data 
derived from an observational versus intervention study, high-
lighting the weakness of the former concerning the magni-
tude of effects. It might be that life expectancy is increased 
by being physically active early in life and maintaining this 
lifestyle throughout adulthood. However, it appears likely that 
estimates of improved longevity27 based on earlier epidemi-
ological studies48 49 (ie, that inactive individuals would gain 

figure 2 Differences between observational cohort studies and randomised controlled trials in investigating the relationships between physical 
activity and risk of death.
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1.3–3.7 years from an age of 50 years by becoming active) may 
be overly optimistic extrapolations of the data. The ability to 
increase physical activity in later life is an indicator of reduced 
risk of death, but the causal relationship remains obscure.

EvidEnCE fRom RAndomisEd ConTRollEd TRiAls
Thus far, randomised controlled trials (RCT) have failed to 
provide conclusive evidence to show that exercise can extend 
lifespan/reduce premature deaths when individuals apparently 
healthy at baseline are randomised to physical activity/exer-
cise versus control groups. Theoretically, it might be easier to 
detect an effect if a tailored exercise regime is analysed with 
respect to all-cause mortality using a target group of individ-
uals at increased risk of death, such as the elderly, but there 
are no reports on trials with mortality as main outcome with 
appropriate statistical power calculation for this aim.

In the acclaimed and recently published LIFE Study of 
1635 sedentary individuals aged 70–89 years,50 an aerobi-
cally based, moderately intensive physical activity programme 
was not associated with reduced cardiovascular events 
although the intervention was effective in preventing mobility 
disability. Similarly, the Look AHEAD Study of 5145 over-
weight or obese patients with type 2 diabetes,51 including 
a combination of increased physical activity and improved 
diet intervention, reported a difference in fitness between 
the intervention and control groups, but no difference in 
cardiovascular events. Even longer follow-ups may be needed 
to document the effects of exercise and lifestyle interven-
tions on mortality as a statistically significant difference in 
mortality between the combined lifestyle intervention groups 
(diet, exercise or both) compared with control group in 
the cluster randomised Da Qing Diabetes Prevention Study 
targeting individuals with impaired glucose tolerance was not 
seen in the 20-year follow-up but was seen first in the 23-year 
follow-up (p=0.049).52 53

Based on experience, clinical exercise testing might help 
determine safe exercise intensities, and identify when exercise 
could provoke findings or symptoms. This testing may then 
lead to tailored exercise recommendations, tweaks to medical 
treatment or even operative intervention. This approach, 
expected to lead to a decreased risk of death, is commonly 
practised in well-planned RCTs for cardiac patients. However, 
interestingly, a statistically significant reduction in all-cause 
mortality has not been seen in the latest and largest meta-anal-
yses inclusive of exercise-based cardiac rehabilitation for 
coronary heart disease (meta-analysis including 47 studies 
with 12 455 participants; pooled risk ratio for intervention 
compared with control groups 0.96 (95% CI 0.88 to 1.04))54 
and exercise-based rehabilitation for heart failure (meta-anal-
ysis including 25 trials with 1871 participants; pooled risk 
ratio for intervention compared with control groups 0.93 
(95% CI 0.69 to 1.27)).55 Also, in the large heart failure–
action trial56 (n=2331) there was no statistically significant 
reduction in the non-adjusted analysis of all-cause mortality 
(HR 0.96, 95% CI 0.79 to 1.17; p=0.70). While select trials 
have reported long-term follow-up results with a tendency 
towards reduced all-cause mortality in exercise intervention 
groups compared with controls, the issue of potential publi-
cation bias is difficult to analyse in these scenarios. Therefore, 
based on the current evidence, exercise-based rehabilitation 
for cardiac conditions cannot be recommended to reduce 
all-cause mortality, although it can be recommended in terms 
of other health benefits.

ChAllEngEs To moving foRwARd
Observational studies do not provide definitive answers on 
the causal relationship between physical activity and mortality. 
Including objective recording of physical activity to cohort 
studies increases the accuracy of documenting activity levels, 
but does not tackle the main problems of observational 
studies, such as selection issues related to genetic pleiotropy. 
It can be expected that individuals who do not have physical 
activity limitations due to early stages of chronic disease or 
due to naturally low fitness are more physically active both 
during leisure-time and in identical physically demanding 
occupations.

The author is not aware of appropriately randomised and 
statistically powered real-life trials with a younger target group 
and mortality as main outcome, perhaps because such trials are 
not feasible due to the unrealistically large sample sizes and 
long follow-up required. As it has been challenging to show the 
effects of combined diet and exercise intervention on mortality 
in middle-aged to older samples using RCT designs, it may 
also be difficult, but not impossible, for exercise interventions. 
In younger age groups the deaths are rare, and issues related 
to voluntariness and health screening of participants as well as 
possible cointerventions in exercise groups usually make gener-
alisation of results challenging towards general recommenda-
tions for the elderly populations. However, the results of the 
promising Generation 100 Study57 which has randomised 1567 
selected (22% of invited participants randomised) older individ-
uals to exercise training versus control groups with the primary 
aim to evaluate the effects of 5 years of exercise training on 
mortality will be of interest.

Carefully planned, collaborative individual participant data 
(IPD) meta-analyses58 of RCTs might provide additional 
information. Also concerning IPD meta-analyses the chal-
lenge is how to get all relevant trials included and how to 
interpret the results from trials with carefully tailored clin-
ical baseline examinations and selected volunteers to real-life 
settings. In clinical medical praxis an important target group 

key messages

 ► On the basis of observational population studies, high 
physical activity is associated with a reduced risk of 
premature death, but causal relationship remains unproven.

 ► Participation in physical activity at a specific time-point is an 
indicator of good fitness and health, and is associated with a 
reduced risk of death.

 ► At present, there are no definitive data with which to draw 
final conclusions for the effect of adulthood physical activity 
on lifespan, either from randomised controlled trials or 
experimental animal studies.

 ► Lifelong physical activity may extend lifespan, but evidence 
from interventional studies is limited to some suggestive 
findings; the potential effects of (early) childhood physical 
activity versus inactivity on later health needs more research.

 ► The possible life-shortening effects of vigorous physical 
activity are understudied.

 ► Physical activity improves fitness and physical function, and 
confers other health-related benefits. These outcomes have a 
greater basis in terms of evidence-based data than any claims 
of a reduced risk of death, especially when recommending 
physical activity for previously physically inactive middle-aged 
and elderly adults.
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is those individuals who usually do not volunteer to any clin-
ical trials59–61 and data on the effects of increasing physical 
activity on the risk of death are missing. Also it is difficult 
to generalise the results of randomised trials to patients with 
many coexisting diseases.2 Usually, also the control groups of 
participants of RCTs have lower risk of death than the patient 
groups overall. So, novel approaches, such as carefully tailored 
Benchmarking Controlled Trials,62 may be needed to produce 
data generalisable to clinical praxis concerning increasing 
physical activity and risk of death.

Further, collaborative co-twin control studies among 
MZ twin pairs with larger sample sizes through international 
collaboration and long-term follow-ups with appropriate 
baseline examinations might be valuable. However, it needs 
to be kept in mind that physical activity discordances among 
DZ pairs may occur due to genetic differences and only find-
ings from MZ pairs fully control for genes at sequence level. 
Mendelian randomisation analyses63 and studies on genetic 
pleiotropy64 might also help in clarifying the role of genetic 
factors, and then interpreting correctly the discrepant findings 
from observational and interventional studies. Researchers 
have also tried to develop useful biomarkers of ageing to 
investigate which factors play a role in accelerating or decel-
erating the ageing process. Proposed biomarkers include 
measuring telomere length65 and the DNA methylation age 
(epigenetic clock).66 Shortening of telomeres that induces 
cell senescence or apoptosis is associated with shortened life 
expectancy. Again, based on a recent meta-analysis, no consis-
tent association has been found between physical activity and 
telomere length.65 Our studies in MZ twin pair long-term 
discordant for physical activity do show differences neither in 
telomere length nor in epigenetic clock (unpublished).

We need ambitious researchers to design studies, which in 
future will clarify the elusive relationship between physical 
activity and mortality. Meanwhile, in our medical clinical prac-
tice, it is better to recommend exercise for the more evidence-
based reasons.2 3 ‘Healthier’ life is an important outcome in 
the presence or absence of increased life expectancy.
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